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the list given by Jagnyavalkya is twenty r namely, Mann, /Atn,
VishfiU, Harita, Jagnyavalkya or Yajnyaval'iya, Ushana, Angira,
Jana or •* Yama, Apastamba, Samvarta, Katyayana, Vrihaspati,
Parasara, Vyasa, Sankha, and Likhita, Daksha, Goutama, Satata >a
and Vashishtha—Parasara, whose name appears in the above list,
enumerates also twenty select authors ; but instead of Jama, and Vyasa,
he gives Kashyapa, Gargya, and Pracheta,—The Pad-ma-purnn<z
omitting the name of Atri which is found in Jagnvavalkya's list,
completes the number of thirty-six by adding Marichi, Pulastya,
Pracheta, Bhrigu, Narada, Kashyapa, Vishwamitra, Devala, Rishya-
sringa, Gargya, Boudhayana, Poithnashi, Jnbali, Sumantu, Paraskara-,
Lokakshi, and Kuthumi.—Ram-krishna in his gloss to the Grijhya or
Grijhya-<>u4ras of Paraskara, mentions thirty-nine, of whom nine are
not to be found in any of the above lists. These (nine) are Agni,
Chyavana, Chhagaleya, Jatiikarana, Pitamaha, Prajapati, Buddha,
Satayana, and Soma.
Several Sanhitas are sometimes ascribed to one author : his greater
or less institutes, (vrihat or laghu^ or a latter work of the author, when
old (vriddha.)
There appear to have been some more legislators, namely,
Dhoumya, the priest of the Pandavas and author of a commentary on
the Jajitr-veda^ Ashwalayana, who wrote on the details of religions
acts and ceremonies, Bhaguri, who is quoted as the author of a gfoss
on the institutes of Manu, and Datta, the son of Atri.
By Parasara, author of one of the Sanhitas, (referring to the Hindoo
division of the world into four ages,) are assigned, as appropriate to the
Krita-yuga, or first a&e, the institutes of Manu, to the Treta or second,
the ordinances of Goutama, to the Dwnpara or third, those of Sankha
and Likhita, and to the Kali, or fourth, (the present sinful age as it is
deemed,) his (Parasara's) own ordinances. The distinction, however,
does not seem ever to have been actually observed, the institutes of all
and every one of the sages being respected as of equal authority next
to those of Manu.
The Manava ^Dharma Saiiva^ or the Sauhita of Manu, is above alt
of them ; it is regarded by us Hindoos as next in snncitity to o«ir scrip-
tures, the Veda$> and is the oldest of the memorial laws. The author of
the Manu-sanhita is that Munu, who is SwayaMbhiwa (sprung from the
Self-Existent.] He is the grandson of Brahma and the firbt of the
seven Man us xvho governed the world. It xvas he who produced the
holy sages and the rebt, and was not only the.oldcst but also the greatest
of the1 legislators.

